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Europe’s fastest-growing airports in
2018 in various categories revealed
As the European air travel market heads into its peak period of
July through to September, The ANKER Report has decided to
do some serious data-crunching to identify those European
airports that have done particularly well at attracting new
airlines and new services to their airports during the last 12
months. FlightGlobal schedules data has been used to compare
scheduled services being offered between May and September
2018 and the same period 12 months previously. Only services
that were offered a minimum of five times during that period
(equivalent to once a month) were considered for analysis. Of
course, using slightly different criteria, for example requiring a
minimum of 10 flights during the five-month period, might
produce slightly different results.

to 13 destinations including long-haul routes to Abu Dhabi,
Chicago, Los Angeles, Miami, San Francisco and shorter-haul
routes such as Gdansk, Krakow, Malta, Milan LIN and Turin.
However, this has been more than compensated for by the
addition of 39 new destinations including Alicante, Bari,
Edinburgh, Genoa, Kaliningrad, London LGW, Ljubljana,
Montpellier, Milan MXP, Paris ORY, Singapore, Varna, Venice
VCE and Yerevan.
Although just over half of these routes have been launched by
easyJet from its newest base, Eurowings, Germania and
Laudamotion/Ryanair have also contributed to the rapid
network growth. The only new long-haul route, which was
recently launched, is Singapore being flown by Scoot.

Welcome

In this issue we reveal which airports
have done well at attracting new
routes and airlines in 2018 as well as
those that are growing fastest. We
analyse the airports in Bergen and
Genoa, and look at the growing LCC Antalya welcomes back tourists from across Europe
So which airports have managed to increase their route
competition taking place in Vienna.

network the most in S18 compared with S17? The clear winner
in this analysis is Antalya in Turkey, which has seen a net
increase of 47 routes compared with last summer. This reflects
the recovery in the Turkish tourism industry which had suffered
after the political instability in the country in the summer of
2016 and also the absence of Russian tourists after the political
Ralph Anker fallout from Turkey shooting down a Russian military jet in
ralph@anker-report.com November 2015. However, the additional routes come from all
across Europe including Austria, Estonia, the Netherlands,
Poland, Romania and the UK.

Plus a look at Blue Air, average aircraft
size at Europe’s busiest airports and
our usual extensive new route news
and analysis.

Lagging some way behind with a net gain of 32 routes this
summer was Moscow VKO. This was driven primarily by a
combination of network growth from Aeroflot’s LCC Pobeda
and a raft of new services from RusLine.
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These top three airports all served over 100 destinations nonstop already in S17. However, fourth-ranked Ljubljana has
virtually doubled its route network from 25 destinations to 49.
The Slovenian capital has benefitted from the expansion of flagcarrier Adria Airways which has added all of the new
destinations with the exception of Berlin TXL which was
launched by easyJet.
Air Malta has been a major factor in helping Malta grow its
route network by over 25% in the last 12 months (see issue 19
of The ANKER Report). It has been responsible for the addition
of 10 new destinations, while Ryanair has accounted for a
further 10 new destinations from the airport. The island is now
connected to well over 100 destinations.
Copenhagen leads way at attracting new airlines

Berlin TXL, which saw the collapse of airberlin towards the end
of last year, has done remarkably well to see a net gain of 26
routes compared with a year ago. This is despite losing service

While finding existing carriers to launch additional new routes
is hard enough, it is arguably much harder to attract a new
airline. So congratulations to Copenhagen Airport, which has
seen a net gain of nine carriers in the
last 12 months, despite losing continues on page 12
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Blue Air consolidates in 2018 after three years of rapid growth; five
bases in Romania as well as two in Italy, plus Larnaka and Liverpool
Bucharest-based Blue Air began operations in December
2004 from Bucharest BBU with flights to Lyon and Milan
BGY. Since its inception the airline has operated only
Boeing aircraft, a variety of 737s of which it currently has
29. This includes 14 -800s, six -400s and six -500s. It has
12 737 MAX 8s on order, the first of which should arrive
in 2019 Q2.
Rapid expansion in 2015-2017 paused in 2018
Blue Air grew rapidly in its early years, notably in 2010
when it launched domestic services from Bucharest BBU
to Cluj-Napoca and Timisoara during the summer
season, as well as several new international routes from
Bucharest. However, these domestic services proved
unprofitable and were quickly dropped resulting in
capacity in 2011 reverting back to 2009 levels.
The airline changed ownership in 2013 and the new
management embarked on rapid expansion in 2015,
2016 and 2017. This resulted in the opening of bases
outside of Romania in Cyprus (Larnaka), Italy (Turin) and
the UK (Liverpool).
Meanwhile expansion continued in Romania. After the
closure of Bucharest BBU in early 2012, the airline’s
flights from the Romanian capital were transferred to
Bucharest OTP. Blue Air now also has four other bases in
Romania at Bacau, Cluj-Napoca, Constanta and Iasi.
Last November the airline opened a base at Alghero on
the Italian island of Sardinia to facilitate the operation of
a 3-daily service to Rome FCO, a Public Service
Obligation (PSO) route previously served by Alitalia. In
S18 service frequency increased to 4-daily, making it by
far Blue Air’s busiest route in terms of weekly seats.
After rapid growth the airline has paused for breath in
2018, partly as a result of leasing out four of its aircraft
to other carriers. This summer three 737s are operating
for LOT Polish Airlines and one for Azores Airlines.
#3 carrier in Bucharest with 16% of capacity
Analysing scheduled capacity data for S18 and S17 shows
a small 4% drop in the airline’s flown seats. The addition
of the Alghero to Rome route has meant that capacity
has been cut elsewhere on the network. Four of the
airline’s top 10 airports this summer are in Romania with
a further four in Italy. The remaining two airports are
Larnaka and London LTN.
Apart from Alghero and Rome FCO, there have also been
year-on-year capacity increases among the top 15
airports in Athens, Bacau, Dublin, Naples and Stuttgart.
Capacity has remained virtually unchanged in Bucharest,
from where Blue Air serves 37 destinations this summer
and accounts for 16% of the airport’s scheduled seat
capacity. The only new route this summer is a 3-weekly
domestic link to Bacau which began in April. Bologna
service was suspended at the end of S17, a route on
which Blue Air competed head-to-head with Wizz Air. As
a result, Blue Air is Bucharest’s third busiest carrier this
summer after Wizz Air (25%) and TAROM (20%) but
ahead of Ryanair (12%).
In contrast, at Bacau Airport, Blue Air is the only
scheduled operator, while in Iasi, Blue Air and Wizz Air
both have around 37% of capacity this summer.
Just six new routes launched in 2018 so far
Looking at the airline’s biggest routes as measured by
seat capacity this summer, only one of the top five
routes involves a Romanian airport (shown in blue).
Three of the leading routes are Italian domestic (shown
in red), while the fourth is between Athens and Larnaka.
Most of the remaining top 15 routes are from Romanian
airports, in particular Bucharest.
So far in 2018 Blue Air has launched relatively few new
routes. Apart from the Bucharest to Bacau service
previously mentioned, Blue Air has added Malaga and
Palma de Mallorca service from its UK base in Liverpool
and three new routes from its Turin base. Stockholm
ARN service began in January followed by Paris CDG at
the end of March. Most recently, a 2-weekly domestic
service to Reggio di Calabria was launched on 14 June,
again replacing Alitalia on the route.
In terms of sector length, the Bucharest to Bacau route is
currently the shortest (at 233 kilometres) while the UK
routes from Larnaka to Birmingham (3,404 kilometres)
and London LTN (3,293 kilometres) are the longest.
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France: The leading French airports showed a 3.5%
increase in passenger numbers in May, with both main
airports in Paris coincidentally reporting growth of 2.1%.
Ajaccio, Lille and Nantes all showed impressive growth
of between 15% and 18%, while Paris BVA and Montpellier were the only top 12 airports to report a drop in
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demand. Volotea was the fastest-growing top 12 airline
with capacity up almost 24%. Air France (-1%) and British
Airways (-11%) experienced capacity cuts versus May 17.
Italy: Traffic was up 5.4% across all Italian airports
according to Assaeroporti data, with 10 of the top 12
airports reporting growth. Milan MXP, Naples and
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Palermo reported double-digit growth while Milan LIN
and Rome CIA both saw traffic fall by around 2%.
Volotea did ‘the double’ by also being the fastestgrowing top 12 airline in Italy as well as France, with
capacity up 18%. Ryanair (+3%) and Alitalia (+2%) both
grew relatively modestly compared with the average.
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Genoa Airport welcomes Aegean Airlines, easyJet, Ernest Airlines
and SAS in 2018; capacity +23% in S18 as Alitalia and Rome lead way
Genoa, located on the Mediterranean coast in northern
Italy, is just 120 kilometres south of Milan, 150
kilometres north-east of Nice, 150 kilometres north-west
of Pisa and 130 kilometres south-east of Turin. The
airport serving the city is located right on the coast with
the 2,920-metre runway built on an artificial peninsula.
Ranked the 23rd busiest airport in Italy in 2017 with 1.24
million passengers, overall passenger numbers fell last
year by 1.4%. However, domestic traffic was up 3.8% to
713,261 while international traffic was down 8.1% to
528,240. The airport is named after the notable Genoese
navigator and explorer Christopher Columbus.
40% growth between 2001 and 2011
Traffic at the airport grew by over 40% between 2001
and 2011 from just under one million passengers to
almost 1.4 million. However, in five of the last six years
passenger numbers have fallen (the exception being
2015). The airport’s seasonality profile is similar to many
European airports with demand over twice as high in the
summer months as it is in the off-peak winter months.
Although demand was down in 2017, the good news for
the airport is that in the first five months of 2018
passengers are up 10.2% to 485,000. The launch of a
number of new routes will have contributed significantly
to this result.
Several new airlines in 2018
Genoa Airport has been successful in attracting a
number of new routes and airlines since the end of the
S17 season. The beginning of the W17/18 season saw
Lufthansa complement its existing Munich connection
with a new 3-weekly service to Frankfurt using CRJ 900s.
For S18 the frequency has been increased to 8-weekly
with two flights on a Saturday. Munich is served with up
to 21-weekly flights this summer.
The start of the S18 season has seen the airport
welcome several new airlines. Possibly the most
significant is easyJet, which launched flights from London
LTN on 27 March, followed by Manchester on 29 March
and Bristol on 2 June. A Berlin TXL connection will begin
in early August. As a result, easyJet is already the sixth
biggest carrier at the airport this summer, overtaking
British Airways, which offers daily flights from Gatwick.
Another carrier launching flights at the beginning of the
S18 season was SAS. The Scandinavian carrier began 2weekly flights from Copenhagen, a route not served by
any other carrier. It is worth noting that Norwegian does
not currently serve Genoa. June saw the arrival of three
more new airlines. On 13 June Aegean Airlines began a
seasonal 2-weekly service to Athens, a route already
served 2-weekly by Volotea. On 16 June Israir began a
weekly service to Tel Aviv (until the end of September).
Finally, Ernest Airlines launched a 2-weekly service to
Bucharest, a route not served by any other carrier.
Volotea offers 16 routes with four new for S18
Volotea is challenging Alitalia as the biggest airline at the
airport. The Italian flag-carrier offers just a single yearround service to Rome FCO, offering up to 6-daily flights
on the 400-kilometre route to the Italian capital. It also
offers a very seasonal service to Olbia, competing with
Volotea. The Spanish-headquartered airline has been
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serving Genoa since it launched in 2012 and it is now a
designated base. This summer it will serve 16
destinations from the airport compared with 13 in S17. It
has added new connections to Lamezia Terme,
Lampedusa, Madrid and Mykonos, but dropped service
to Vienna. Nine of its sixteen routes are domestic.
However, in winter the airline’s route network falls to
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just four routes; Cagliari, Catania, Naples and Palermo.
Apart from Volotea’s Vienna service, Ryanair has also
dropped a route, to Trapani. The ULCC now serves just
two routes from the airport, London Stansted (launched
in 1999) and Bari (launched in January 2010). It has also
served Genoa from a number of other airports in years
gone by.
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London Heathrow leads aircraft size rankings at Europe’s big airports
With the planned third runway now having been
approved (sort of) it is worth noting that London LHR
has, as might be expected, the highest seats per
movement figure of any of Europe’s top 20 airports
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according to analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for
S18. Notably, British Airways, responsible for just over
half of all flights at Heathrow, has a seats per movement
figure of 196, significantly below the average for the
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airport as a whole. Istanbul IST, another constrained
airport, ranks second. That city is set to welcome a
whole new airport with up to six runways, opening later
this year, something London can only dream of ...
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Vienna calling* and LCCs are responding; now LEVEL joins easyJet,
Eurowings, Vueling and Wizz Air in serving the Austrian capital
The collapse of airberlin/NIKI not only seriously affected
some major German airports (Berlin TXL and Düsseldorf
in particular) but also Palma de Mallorca in Spain and
Vienna in Austria. In the summer of 2016 airberlin/NIKI
accounted for just over 15% of scheduled seat capacity
at the Austrian airport according to FlightGlobal
schedules data.
As the problems at the airline started to mount, this
share fell to just 6% in the summer of 2017. Despite this,
Vienna’s total passenger numbers in 2017 grew by 4.5%
to 24.4 million. This was thanks primarily to some
significant growth at Austrian Airlines and the rapid
expansion of Lufthansa’s in-house LCC Eurowings.
easyJet’s capacity also grew by 25% at the airport and
the airline chose Austria as the country to obtain an AOC
that would help it continue operating across the EU in a
post-Brexit world.
(U)LCCs pile in sensing opportunity
While there was considerable uncertainty as to what was
to become of NIKI’s Austrian operation, Wizz Air
announced that it would open a base in Vienna this
summer, which it duly has done. This winter will see a
major expansion of its network with further growth
already revealed for next summer.
Having once again got involved in the airline industry
through his Laudamotion brand, Niki Lauda announced a
partnership with Ryanair and the rapid launch of some
easy-to-sell leisure routes this summer. More
ambitiously, the airline plans a significant base starting
this winter, focussing more on major cities that can
attract a mix of business traffic and weekend-break
leisure passengers.
Having come close to acquiring certain NIKI assets using
its Vueling brand, IAG has now responded by announcing
a four aircraft base using its LEVEL brand, so far only
used for low-cost, long-haul operations. The four A321s
to be used all appear to be former NIKI and airberlin
aircraft. Some of the flights will operate using Vueling’s
VY code.
So who’s competing with whom?
Using the latest available schedule data and press
information The ANKER Report has produced a table
summarising all the routes being offered by easyJet (U2),
Eurowings (EW), Laudamotion (OE), LEVEL and Wizz Air
(W6) in S18 and, where already confirmed with
significant growth, W18/19 and S19. In addition, the
frequencies provided on these routes by Austrian
Airlines and any other airlines has also been tabulated.
It should be noted, that unlike the other airlines, easyJet
does not have a base (yet) at Vienna. Its routes are all
served by aircraft based at the other end of the route.
On most of its routes the main competition comes from
Austrian Airlines though LEVEL will be stepping into the
London LGW and Milan MXP markets.
Many of Wizz Air’s planned routes face no competition,
especially those in Central Europe, but also some of its
western European focus cities such as Dortmund and
Eindhoven.
Some routes will have four carriers
Routes which will soon have four carriers competing
head-to-head include Barcelona, Ibiza, Madrid, Malaga,
Milan MXP, Palma de Mallorca, Rome FCO and Tel Aviv.
However, the most competitive route looks set to
become Larnaka in Cyprus which will be served by five
carriers (Austrian Airlines, Eurowings, Laudamotion,
LEVEL and Wizz Air).
Note that this table does not include those destinations
served by Austrian Airlines which are not served by the
LCCs being examined here. While Austrian Airlines and
Eurowings are both part of the Lufthansa Group, it is
interesting to note on which routes the two carriers are
competing head-to-head; Catania, Cologne Bonn, Corfu,
Düsseldorf, Gran Canaria, Hamburg, Heraklion, Ibiza,
Kos, Lamezia Terme, Larnaka, Nice, Olbia, Rhodes,
Santorini and Stuttgart.

only operates to Ankara, Antalya and Istanbul SAW,
while the Transavia Group serves Paris ORY and
Rotterdam. Finally, Volotea also serves Genoa, Marseille
and Nantes in addition to the Bilbao service listed in the
above table.

* ”Vienna calling” was a 1985 hit for the late, great
Austrian pop star Falco, which was a Top 20 hit in
several countries, including the UK and the US. It was
the follow-up to his global smash “Rock me Amadeus”,
another track with an Austrian theme.

Other LCCs also present in Vienna
Looking at the network offerings of other LCCs from
Vienna, Norwegian only has service to Oslo, on which it
only competes with Austrian Airlines. Pegasus Airlines
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
Aegean Airlines has launched two more routes from its
Athens base in the last fortnight. Services to Malaga (3weekly from 28 June) and Lamezia Terme (2-weekly
from 2 July) have started with neither route facing
competition. The relatively short Italian route will be
flown using Olympic Air’s Q400s until the end of August,
while the Spanish route will be operated by Aegean’s
A320 fleet until 22 September. In addition, the Star
Alliance carrier has added service to Beirut in the
Lebanon, from Heraklion (weekly from 7 July), Mykonos
(2-weekly from 3 July) and Rhodes (weekly from 3 July).
It has also added seasonal service to Tel Aviv in Israel
from Mykonos (2-weekly) and Santorini (2-weekly from
25 June). Aegean now serves 20 international routes
from Heraklion, the same as in S17, having dropped
Larnaka but added Beirut. From Rhodes, the airline’s
international network in summer has shrunk from 10 to
nine since last summer with new routes to Beirut and
Lyon offsetting dropped services to Düsseldorf, Geneva
and Larnaka. From Mykonos, Aegean’s international
network has doubled from one to two, as Larnaka
service has been replaced by Beirut and Tel Aviv. From
Santorini, Tel Aviv replaces the only international route
served last summer to Larnaka. Meanwhile, from
Thessaloniki, Aegean’s international network has been
reduced from 11 in S17 to nine in S18 with the axing of
service to Hannover and Larnaka and no new routes.
Italy may not have qualified for the FIFA World Cup in
Russia but that has not deterred Aeroflot from starting
two new routes to the country from its Moscow SVO
base. On 1 July the SkyTeam carrier began daily service
to Naples and Verona. Neither route faces direct
competition, though S7 Airlines offers daily service to
Verona and 5-weekly service to Naples from its Moscow
DME hub. According to FlightGlobal schedules data,
capacity between Russia and Italy is up 40% this
summer. Russian carriers dominate the market with
Aeroflot having 53% of the market, S7 Airlines 16% and
Pobeda a further 10%. Alitalia is the leading Italian
carrier with just 9% of seats between the two countries.
Aeroflot also launched a third new route, this time on 2
July, to Bourgas in Bulgaria. It will offer 6-weekly flights
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from Moscow SVO competing directly with Air Bulgaria
(28-weekly) and indirectly with S7 Airlines (21-weekly
from Moscow DME).

Aigle Azur launched its first truly long-haul service on 5
July with the introduction of a 3-weekly service from
Paris ORY to Sao Paulo VCP. The 9,300-kilometre route
will be flown using the airline’s recently acquired A330200s, of which it has two. Both these aircraft were
formerly operated by airberlin and before that LTU.
Although Aigle Azur does not face direct competition on
the route, Air France (2-daily) and LATAM Airlines (daily)
both connect Paris CDG with Sao Paulo GRU. Sao Paulo
VCP is a major base for Azul Airlines, launched by David
Neeleman, who also started JetBlue Airways in the US.
Neeleman is now a shareholder in Aigle Azur and is also
involved in TAP Portugal.
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Air Arabia added two new routes to its Sharjah network
on 27 June when it began service to Gabala in Azerbaijan
(3-weekly) and Izmir in Turkey (2-weekly). Neither route
faces direct competition. Air Arabia now serves five
destinations in Turkey (the others being Antalya,
Bodrum, Istanbul SAW and Trabzon) and two in
Azerbaijan (the other being the capital Baku). Gabala is
also served by flydubai from Dubai with 3-weekly flights,
a route which launched last June.
Air China is attempting to succeed where British Airways
failed, in operating a profitable service between London
and Chengdu. The UK flag-carrier served the Chinese city
from London LHR between the end of September 2013
and early January 2017 with between three and five
weekly flights. Now the Chinese flag-carrier and Star
Alliance member has launched 3-weekly service to
London LGW from 3 July using its A330-300s. Air China
already serves London LHR from Beijing with 16-weekly
flights. Chengdu, which handled almost 50 million
passengers in 2017 (making it China’s fourth busiest
airport), is now connected non-stop to eight European
airports. Air China also serves Frankfurt and Paris CDG,
Sichuan Airlines offers flights to Moscow SVO, Prague
and St. Petersburg, Beijing Capital Airlines serves
Madrid, while KLM is the only European carrier serving
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Chengdu with 4-weekly flights from Amsterdam.
Air Corsica added a weekly service between Calvi and
Brussels CRL on 3 July. The service will operate just nine
times this summer. The carrier already links Ajaccio and
Bastia to Brussels CRL with up to 5-weekly flights this
summer.

from Bordeaux, Perpignan and Toulon. Each of these
routes operates weekly until mid-September. In
addition, the carrier also added a 2-weekly service
between Bordeaux and Toulon (competing with
Volotea) and another 2-weekly service between Paris
CDG and Tel Aviv. The latter route is already well served
by Air France (21-weekly), El Al (20-weekly), easyJet (5weekly), XL Airways France (4-weekly) and Arkia Israeli
Airlines (3-weekly).
Brussels Airlines has added Antalya to its Brussels BRU
network with the launch on 29 June of a 4-weekly
service to the Turkish leisure destination. The airline will
use its A320 fleet on the route and compete in the peak
August period with Corendon (11-weekly), TUI fly
Belgium (9-weekly) and SunExpress (2-weekly).
Comparing S18 with S17, connections between Brussels
BRU and Antalya are up from just 15 scheduled flights in
S17, to 400 in S18.

Air Italy has expanded its domestic network from Milan
MXP. On 2 July the carrier began 5-weekly flights to
Catania in Sicily using a variety of its aircraft including its
new 737 MAX 8. It will face serious competition on the
1,050-kilometre route from easyJet (32-weekly) and
Ryanair (25-weekly). Air Italy also offers domestic
service from Malpensa to Rome FCO (14-weekly),
Naples (13-weekly), Olbia and Palermo (both 11weekly).
Air Malta began a 2-weekly seasonal service to TarbesLourdes in France on 29 June. The 1,500-kilometre route
will be operated every Monday and Friday until 7
September. Air Malta becomes only the second flagcarrier to serve the French airport, joining Air France,
which uses its HOP! subsidiary to provide up to 3-daily
flights to Paris ORY.
Air Saint-Pierre began a weekly service on 2 July until 21
August (that’s a total of just eight return flights) between
Paris CDG and Saint-Pierre, a small French territory just
south of Newfoundland in Canada. The airline, which
normally operates an ATR 42 to Halifax (3-weekly),
Montreal (weekly) and St. John’s (3-weekly), will use ASL
Airlines France to operate the route to Paris using a 737700 on the five-and-a-half hour flight.

Alsie Express on Monday 2 July began a 2-weekly
(Mondays and Fridays) service connecting Sønderborg
and Bornholm. This Danish domestic route is only 320
kilometres by air but by car (and ferry) it becomes a 500kilometre journey that takes well over seven hours
according to The AA. The airline will use its two ATR 72s
to serve the route. The only other route you can book on
the airline’s website is between Sønderborg and
Copenhagen, a route it serves up to 2-daily.

easyJet added 25 new routes to its network in the last
fortnight. These were spread across 14 of the airline’s
bases including four bases in each of France (Bordeaux,
Lyon, Nice and Toulouse) and the UK (Gatwick, Luton
and Stansted in London plus Belfast BFS), both Berlin
bases, two Italian bases (Milan MXP and Venice VCE)
plus Basel and Porto. Nice and Venice both welcomed
four new routes and Bordeaux three. Of the 25 routes,
nine were to destinations in Greece, while non-base
airports in Croatia, France, Italy and Spain each
welcomed four new routes. All routes were launched
with no more than 3-weekly flights in the summer peak.
Among the new routes were two new destinations for
easyJet; Ancona in Italy and Volos in Greece. Both will
be served from the airline’s biggest base at London LGW.

flynas has joined three other carriers in offering nonstop flights between Jeddah and Istanbul IST. On 2 July
the Saudi carrier began daily service on the 2,350kilometre route. Flag-carriers Saudi Arabian Airlines and
Turkish Airlines both offer 3-daily flights while
AtlasGlobal flies 3-weekly between the two airports.

Edelweiss Air now serves Inverness in Scotland and
Jerez in Spain from its Zurich base. The Swiss carrier will
operate just nine flights (every Tuesday until 28 August)
to Inverness and fly 2-weekly on the 1,700-kilometre
Spanish route. Neither route faces direct competition,
though Germania Flug served the Jerez market in S17.

Germania added 11 new seasonal services across seven
German airports (Berlin SXF, Berlin TXL, Dresden,
Düsseldorf, Hamburg, Munich and Nuremberg) during
the last fortnight. All are operated with just a single
weekly frequency. Of the 11 routes, five are to
destinations in Greece, four to destinations in Turkey
and two to destinations in Bulgaria. For more on
Germania’s rapid expansion this summer see issue 10 of
The ANKER Report.

Ernest Airlines launched two new routes on 23 June,
first between Bologna and Kiev IEV (2-weekly) and
secondly between Verona and Iasi (3-weekly). Neither
route is served by any other carrier. While the Romanian
route was launched with an Ernest Airlines A320 the
Kiev route was started using a 737-300 wet-leased from
Lumiwings.

ASL Airlines France recently launched a number of low
frequency routes from French airports primarily to
destinations in Algeria. This included service to Oran

Ethiopian Airlines enhanced its European presence on 1
July when it began 4-weekly service to Barcelona from
Addis Ababa via Madrid. The service will be operated
using the Star Alliance member’s 787-8s. As a result, the
Ethiopian flag-carrier serves nine European destinations
(Dublin, Frankfurt, London LHR, Madrid, Milan MXP,
Paris CDG, Rome FCO, Stockholm ARN and Vienna) nonstop this summer from Ethiopia plus four more
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(Barcelona, Brussels, Geneva and Oslo) via intermediate
points.
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Iberia Express began 2-weekly service to Palermo from
Madrid on 5 July. Operating on Thursdays and Sundays
until 22 September, the airline will face competition on
the 1,450-kilometre route from Ryanair, which operates
the route 4-weekly. The two cities were last connected
by Iberia itself in S14 during July and August. Ryanair
launched the route on 1 April 2014.
Jet2.com now connects Belfast BFS with Dalaman in
Turkey after launching weekly service on Tuesday 26
June. Thomas Cook Airlines already serves the 3,300kilometre route 2-weekly. Jet2.com is serving Dalaman
from nine UK bases in S18 compared with six in S17
having also added routes from its bases in Birmingham
and Edinburgh. In total its S18 capacity to Dalaman is up
by 150% compared with S17, with frequency increases
on all of its pre-existing services. Jet2.com is the third
biggest carrier at Belfast BFS this summer with 8% of
scheduled seat capacity, well behind easyJet (69%) and
Ryanair (15%).
LEVEL has launched services from Paris ORY to Montreal
(3-weekly from 2 July) and Pointe A Pitre in Guadalupe
(4-weekly from 3 July). Unlike in Barcelona where it uses
Iberia aircraft, these new routes are being flown by
OpenSkies and are operating with LV flight numbers. On
the Montreal route direct competition comes from
Corsair (daily flights) while Air Canada, Air France and
Air Transat all offer service between Paris CDG and
Montreal. On the Guadalupe route there is direct
competition from Paris ORY from Air Caraibes (18weekly), Air France (13-weekly) and Corsair (daily). The
aircraft being used on the route is an A330-200,
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and is also served by Pegasus Airlines from Istanbul
SAW, Turkish Airlines from Istanbul IST and Ukraine
International Airlines from Kiev KBP. LOT now serves six
airport in Ukraine, as it already flies to Kharkiv, Kiev IEV,
Kiev KBP, Lviv and Odessa.
Onur Air began 5-weekly service to Zurich from Antalya
on 30 June. The Turkish carrier will be competing with
SunExpress (15-weekly) on the 2,150-kilometre route.
According to FlightGlobal schedules data, Onur Air has
more than doubled its international capacity from
Antalya this summer. Apart from Zurich, it has added
new routes to several Polish and Russian airports, as well
as Amsterdam, Frankfurt and Nuremberg.

registration
F-HLVL,
which
according
to
FlightRadar24.com has been doing a number of training
flights between Paris XCR and Chateauroux.
LOT Polish Airlines continues to launch more new routes
from its Warsaw WAW base. On Monday 2 July the
Polish flag-carrier began 12-weekly service to Billund in
Denmark and 6-weekly service to Zaporizhia in Ukraine.
Both routes will be flown using the airline’s E170 fleet.
The Danish route is already served 2-weekly by Wizz Air.
Zaporizhia handled around 350,000 passengers in 2017

Pegasus Airlines now serves Muscat in Oman. On 3 July
the LCC began 4-weekly flights from its Istanbul SAW
base using its 737-800s. The 3,300-kilometre route is not
flown by any other carrier. However, both Oman Air
(since 1 June) and Turkish Airlines offer daily service
between Istanbul IST and Muscat. Compared with last
summer, Pegasus Airlines has dropped international
routes from Istanbul SAW to three destinations in Russia
(Nizhniy Novgorod, Samara and Volgograd) and
Sulaymaniyah in Iraq. Apart from Muscat it has also
added international flights this summer to Dammam in
Saudi Arabia.

in Croatia, a route it last served in S10.
SAS launched a number of very seasonal routes during
the last fortnight, many of which will operate fewer than
15 times and which will all terminate by mid-August.
These are primarily routes to Croatia (Pula and Split) and
Greece (Rhodes and Thessaloniki) but also includes
Copenhagen to Olbia, Stockholm ARN to Verona and
Bergen to Hamburg. The latter route at least operates
until the end of August.
Sichuan Airlines is another Chinese carrier gradually
growing its presence in Europe. On 23 June the airline
began serving Zurich from Chengdu via its existing
service to Prague. The 2-weekly service will be flown
with the airline’s A330-200s on Wednesdays and
Saturdays. Sichuan Airlines also serves Moscow SVO (3weekly) and St. Petersburg (2-weekly). Zurich already
has non-stop, direct service to Beijing (with both Air
China and SWISS) and Shanghai (with SWISS).

Ryanair has finally launched its first ever services to
Turkey. On 24 June the ULCC began a weekly service
from Dublin to Dalaman followed on 28 June by a
weekly service from Bratislava to Dalaman. On 2 July the
carrier also resumed service between Bremen and Zadar

SWISS has added three seasonal routes from its base in
Geneva. It now serves Kalamata in Greece (weekly), Pula
in Croatia (weekly) and Toulon in France (2-weekly). The
Greek and Croatian routes will be served using the
airline’s CSeries 100 fleet, which will also be used on
some of the French flights. The only competition comes
from Air France which has a weekly service on the
Toulon route. These are the only new routes for SWISS
from Geneva this summer, increasing the number of
destinations served from 27 to 30. SWISS is the second
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biggest carrier at Geneva this summer with around 13%
of scheduled seat capacity, trailing a long way behind
easyJet, which has 41% of the market.

TAROM may not be launching new routes from
Bucharest, but it is developing its network from
Romania’s regional airports. On 3 July it began a
seasonal, domestic route between Constanta and Satu
Mare that will operate 2-weekly (Mondays and Fridays)
until mid-September. The same day the Romanian flagcarrier also launched direct flights from Timisoara to
Chisinau in neighbouring Moldova. This 3-weekly service
does not appear to be a seasonal service. Both routes of
just under 600 kilometres will be flown using the airline’s
ATR 72 fleet. TAROM already serves Chisinau with 25weekly flights from Bucharest.

Transavia now serves Rijeka in Croatia. The carrier
began 2-weekly service on 5 July from Eindhoven. The
route operates until 2 September. This summer the
airline is serving 24 destinations non-stop from
Eindhoven. Apart from Rijeka, it has added Marrakech,
Seville and Tel Aviv since last summer, while dropping
Antalya and Munich. This summer Transavia accounts
for 33% of seat capacity at Eindhoven, second to Ryanair
(44%) but ahead of Wizz Air (21%).

Volotea launched 10 routes in the last fortnight, nine of
which will operate between nine and 11 times between
now and mid-September at the latest. The exception is
Naples to Kefalonia which will be flown 19 times in all
according to FlightGlobal schedules data. Seven of the
routes are to Greek airports and two to airports in
Croatia. All these routes are from Italian airports. The
final route is between Bilbao in Spain and Palermo in
Italy.

Wizz Air launched seven new routes in the last fortnight,
three from its base in Bucharest and two each from its
bases in Kiev IEV and Vienna. The ULCC’s Romanian base
has welcomed new connections to Gothenburg (2weekly from 27 June), Kutaisi in Georgia (3-weekly from
3 July) and Nice (3-weekly from 26 June). The Nice route
is already served by Blue Air (4-weekly) and TAROM (3weekly). From Kiev IEV Wizz Air has added routes
starting 1 July to Berlin SXF and Frankfurt. Both routes
will initially be served 4-weekly increasing to daily from
mid-July. Finally, the airline’s recently opened base in
Vienna saw the introduction of new services to
Eindhoven (2-weekly from 2 July) and Malaga (3-weekly
from 3 July). The Malaga route will face direct
competition from Eurowings (3-weekly) and Laudamotion (2-weekly).

Widerøe has taken over a route previously served by
British Airways/SUN-AIR. On 25 June the Norwegian
carrier began 3-weekly service between Bergen and
Billund using its Q400s. SUN-AIR had been serving the
route 2-weekly until mid-May. Widerøe serves 12
domestic routes from Bergen and is expanding its
international network from the airport this summer. For
many years it has served Aberdeen in Scotland, but
apart from this new service to Billund, it also plans to
launch new routes to Hamburg, Liverpool and Munich in
mid-August using its new E190-E2s. For more on Bergen
Airport see page 11 of this issue of The ANKER Report.
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Bergen Airport welcomes over 6m annual pax; Helsinki and Paris CDG
new in 2018 as Widerøe expands network with new E190-E2 fleet
Located on Norway’s west coast and gateway to the
country’s famous fjords, Bergen is also an important
centre for the oil industry and a major cruise port. The
airport serving the city is located just under 20
kilometres south-south-west of the city, which has a
population of just under 300,000. Passenger numbers at
the airport grew by almost 80% between 2004 and 2013
as Norwegian rapidly developed its route network and
rival SAS also grew significantly, partly as a result of the
collapse of Braathens in May 2004.
Traffic growing again in 2017 as new terminal opens
Since 2013 demand has hovered around the six million
passenger mark, as the downturn in oil prices (which
generally is good news for airlines and airports) curtailed
some local business traffic related to the oil/energy
industry. After three years of modest declines, 2017 saw
passenger numbers increase by almost 3% to over 6.1
million passengers. However, the airport’s busiest year
to date remains 2013 when almost 6.3 million
passengers passed through the airport.
Domestic traffic in 2017 grew by 3.1% to 3.55 million
while international traffic was up 3.3% to 2.25 million.
Offshore and transit traffic accounted for the remaining
210,000 passengers using the airport. The airport’s
seasonality profile is relatively flat by European
standards suggesting a strong business demand. The
airport’s peak demand month of June is a little earlier
than most northern European airports, with traffic in
that month only around 50% higher than in January,
February and December.
Passenger demand in the first five months of 2018 shows
a 3% improvement versus the same period in 2017, with
domestic traffic and international traffic once again
growing at very similar rates. Analysis of FlightGlobal
schedules data indicates that seat capacity between May
and September is around 6% higher than last year,
suggesting that the airport may set a new passenger
record in 2018.
Norwegian, SAS and Widerøe dominate
Analysis of schedule data for all of S18 shows that the
top three carriers account for 80% of all seat capacity at
the airport. Norwegian just leads the way with 988,000
departing seats (4% more than in S17) followed by SAS
975,000 (+5%) and Widerøe 417,000 (+15%). After that,
the next biggest airlines are KLM (serving Amsterdam),
Wizz Air (to seven destinations including four in Poland)
and Finnair (flying to Helsinki and Stockholm ARN). The
Helsinki service is being operated on Finnair’s behalf by
Widerøe using its new E-jets.
Norwegian serves a total of 27 destinations this summer
from Bergen, the same as last summer. However, it has
added one new route (to Madrid) and dropped another
(to Providence, Rhode Island in the US). Instead it is now
focussing its US operations from Bergen at New York
Stewart International Airport (IATA code SWF) which it
serves 2-weekly for much of the summer.
SAS serves 15 destinations this summer, two more than
in S17. It has added limited seasonal service to Hamburg
and Tromsø and just five flights to Pula in Croatia, while
suspending Nice flights.
Widerøe using new E-jets to grow internationally
The biggest changes have come from Widerøe, which,
having acquired three E190-E2 jets, has based two of
them in Bergen. It is using them to replace some Q400
flights on existing routes as well as starting new routes.
Widerøe’s summer flights from Bergen are up just 6%,
while seats are up 15% and ASKs have grown by a
massive 30%, due to the longer average sector length.
On 25 June the airline began service to Billund and also
Trondheim. The latter route only operates until 12
August when the aircraft capacity will be used instead to
offer new international flights to Hamburg, Liverpool and
Munich.
Air France launches Paris CDG, BA drops Heathrow
Although Paris ORY was already served by Norwegian,
Air France began a daily service from Paris CDG at the
end of May. While one major European hub was added
to Bergen’s network, another was lost, as British Airways
ended flights to London LHR at the end of S17. London is
still served by Norwegian with Gatwick flights.
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airberlin and AtlasGlobal. The impressive list of new
carriers to the airport includes Air Arabia Maroc (from
Agadir), Air China (from Beijing), Al-Masria Universal
Airlines (from Hurghada), Cathay Pacific Airways (from
Hong Kong), Cobalt (from Larnaka), Corendon Airlines
(from Antalya and Gazipasa), Eurowings, Germania (from
Pristina), Royal Jordanian (from Amman), S7 Airlines (from
St. Petersburg) and Ukraine International Airlines (from
Kiev KBP).
At Berlin TXL the task of attracting new airlines may have
been marginally easier than usual because of the demise
of airberlin/NIKI and the proven demand for routes which
had been abandoned. However, Tegel also lost services
from Air Malta, Blue Air and a few other carriers. As a
result, it actually managed to attract 16 new airlines for a
net gain of nine, tied with Copenhagen. Apart from
easyJet, Germany’s main capital city airport also attracted
Aigle Azur, Germania, Icelandair, Laudamotion, Pobeda,
Ryanair and TUI fly Deutschland as well as less high-profile
airlines such as Al-Masria Universal Airlines, Braathens
Regional, Corendon, Nouvelair Tunisie, RusLine, Scoot,
SundAir and SunExpress Deutschland.
Behind these two western European capital city airports
came St. Petersburg with a net gain of eight airlines, while
four airports tied with a net gain of seven airlines. Three of
these were also in Russia (Moscow SVO, Moscow VKO and
Rostov-on-Don) with Porto being the other airport to
record a net gain of seven airlines.
Paris CDG and Heathrow battle for long-haul expansion
For many airports getting a long-haul service is something
of a holy grail. It takes an airport into a whole different
league. For the purposes of this analysis, a long-haul route
is defined as one being over 4,000 kilometres. Using this
criteria, and again comparing the same five-month period
in 2018 as in 2017, Europe’s two busiest airports top this
analysis, with Paris CDG just coming out ahead of London
LHR.
The French hub welcomed nine new, non-stop, long-haul
routes in the last 12 months; three in the US (Denver,
Indianapolis and Oakland), two in Canada (Halifax and
Quebec City) and one each in Brazil (Fortaleza), Costa Rica
(San Jose) and India (Chennai), plus a route to the French
territory of Saint-Pierre, located close to Newfoundland.
Schedule data also shows XL Airways France recently
launching a new route to Jinan in China, but this does not
appear to be bookable on the airline’s website at present.
Despite its capacity constraints Heathrow welcomed eight
new long-haul routes, five of which are to destinations in
China; Beijing Capital Airlines launched Qingdao service,
China Southern Airlines began Sanya and Wuhan service,
Hainan Airlines arrived from Changsha and Tianjin Airlines
arrived from Xi’an. The other new long-haul services were
to Nashville and the Seychelles (with British Airways) and
to Perth, non-stop with Qantas.
Thanks to the growing competition between Icelandair and
WOW air, Reykjavik KEF gained seven new long-haul
routes, of which six were to US destinations; Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Dallas/Fort Worth, Detroit, Kansas City and St.
Louis. Using the 4,000-kilometre criteria means that
Primera Air’s service to Gran Canaria in the Spanish Canary
Islands, counts as a long-haul route. However, service to
Miami was lost, dropped by WOW air.
London LGW also welcomed eight new non-stop, long-haul
routes in the last year, but lost three; Kigali (now served by
RwandAir via Brussels), Lagos (served by MedView
Airlines) and Puerto Plata (served by TUI Airways), for a
net gain of five. Norwegian’s on-going long-haul expansion
yielded new routes to Austin, Buenos Aires, Chicago and
Singapore. Qatar Airways returned to offer direct service
to Doha, while WestJet launched flights from Halifax. Air
China began service from Chengdu in early July (see page
7), while China Airlines launched service from Taipei last
December.
Ryanair passes 200 European airports milestone
In a category that Ryanair has long been the leader in, the
Irish ULCC now serves over 200 European airports for the
first time. It has increased its presence across Europe by
adding 12 airports and dropping just two (Deauville and
Saint Etienne, both in France). The new airports include
three in Germany (Berlin TXL, Düsseldorf and Munich), two
in Bulgaria (Bourgas and Varna) and Italy (Crotone and
Rimini), two in Scandinavia (Lappeenranta and Malmö),
Heraklion in Greece, and Ryanair’s first services to
destinations in Turkey (Dalaman from Dublin and
Bratislava) and Ukraine (Kiev KBP flights are scheduled to
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start from Berlin SXF on 3 September).
Thanks mainly to its new Berlin base, easyJet has seen a
net gain of 16 European airports to 143, bringing it level
with Turkish Airlines. Of its 17 new airports, 11 are served
from its new Berlin TXL base (Aarhus, Ancona, Cologne
Bonn, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt, Genoa, Gothenburg, Graz,
Helsinki, Oslo and Jerez). Elsewhere, Lublin is served from
Milan MXP, Reus from London LTN, Rennes from Lyon,
Turin from Naples, and Volos from London LGW. It should
be noted that Turin has been served for a while as a winter
-only destination from a number of easyJet’s bases. Only
one airport has been dropped; Ponta Delgada in the
Azores which easyJet served from Lisbon.
Turkish Airlines has seen a small reduction in its European
coverage since last summer having dropped Kaunas (a
temporary alternative to Vilnius while the runway was
being renovated), Münster/Osnabrück, Stavropol, Tekirdag
(in Turkey) and Turin. All of these were served from
Istanbul IST apart from Tekirdag, which was only served
from Ankara. However, the Star Alliance carrier has added
two new destinations in Europe; Krasnodar in Russia,
served from Istanbul IST and Nevsehir in Turkey, which had
been served for many years but where all services were
temporarily suspended between May and October last
year for runway repairs.
Wizz Air adds seven airports, but drops eight
Despite Wizz Air’s impressively rapid growth in the last 12
months its network has actually reduced by one
destination this summer in total. While seven airports have
been added (Athens, Bordeaux, Kharkiv, Tallinn, Targu
Mures, Tromsø and Vienna), eight airports are no longer
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served in the summer period; Brno, Groningen, Kiev KBP,
Lanzarote, Maastricht, Molde, Perugia and Verona.
One of Europe’s other major LCCs, Vueling, has also seen a
net reduction in European airports served. It has added
Alghero and Kiev KBP, but pulled out of Cluj-Napoca,
Eindhoven, Luxembourg and Rotterdam.
Further down the rankings, Brussels Airlines surged into
the top 15 airlines with the addition of 17 new
destinations, most of which were inherited when the
airline acquired Thomas Cook Airlines Belgium at the end
of last year.
Fastest-growing airports in 2018
Using data from the EATS (European Air Traffic Statistics)
database that is produced by The ANKER Report, the
fastest-growing airports of 2018 (so far) have been
identified. Using the criteria that airports must have
handled at least 100,000 passengers last year, the leader
at present is Kavala Airport in Greece. The reason for this
is that the airport was used as an alternative to
Thessaloniki during the first quarter of 2018 while that
airport endured some runway works. Germany’s Rostock
Airport also owes its impressive growth in part due to a
runway closure that lasted from 24 April to 12 May 2017.
Six of the fastest-growing airports are in Turkey,
confirming that country’s recovery from recent issues.
Airports such as Rijeka and Varna owe their rapid growth
(in percentage terms) to their extreme seasonality which
mean that they have, in the past, typically had less traffic
in the first few months of the year. As a result, by the end
of the year, expect to see other airports in the top 15.
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